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Race 1
#2 Kolbee’s Star- Takes a giant drop in class tonight and if gets
the lead early on he is likely to take these wire to wire.
#5 Heza Rube- Showed last week his late kick is deadly and will
be coming late no matter how fast the fractions are.
#4 Granite State- Was a regular all year long over the 5/8 mile
oval at Tioga, has raced better here over a 7/8 mile oval since.
Race 2
#5 Brady B Brave- Made a slight skip in stride last week at the
gate which cost him a few lengths or else he was a winner.
#2 Caritas Easel- Makes just her 7th lifetime start here tonight and
has been improving since being the Macdonald barn.
#4 Kinematics- Has hit the board in 9 of 17 starts this year but has
a hard time passing rivals late with just 1 win on the year.
Race 3
#2 Gimmiesomeroom- Takes a drop in class here tonight and her
back class would put this field away with ease.

#3 Heavenly Way- Has a solid late closing kick and if the fractions
are fast up front early on she may be flying late.
#7 Rockn Legend- Makes the 2nd start out tonight for the new
barn and has hit the board in 16 of 32 starts this year.
Race 4
#4 No More Losses- Was heavily staked earlier in the year as a
two year old and was bet down to 2-1 last week against similar.
#2 Unusual Clarity- Already has 5 wins in 24 starts this year and
can ride the outside for as long as she needs to late.
#3 Treasure Gem- May be rounding into her best form late in the
year and the short field will play to her advantage tonight.
Race 5
#3 Escada De Vie- Has lots of back class to beat this field and
could be a live longshot against these tonight.
#6 Always Flash N- Likes to be forwardly placed early on and is
always good for minor spoils in deep stretch.
#1 Island Adventure- Has a mark here for the year of 154.2 and
does her best work from out of a hole late, inside post benefits.
Race 6
#2 Mckenzie’s Star- Takes a double drop in class tonight and she
is the gutsiest horse in the group by far.
#6 Gimmie The Cash- Has hit the board in 16 of 24 starts this
year and got shuffled out early last week by surprise.
#3 Hanrahan- Has not been worse than 3rd his last 6 starts over
the racetrack and just missed last week.

Race 7
#1 Tiger Boudoir- Will be able to save ground with the inside post
early on and flashed a last quarter last week of 27.4.
#5 Delilah De Vie- Draws a better post tonight after the outside
the last two weeks, big brush late.
#6 Dry Creek Gin- Has been nothing but impressive when it
comes to versatility, only has one quick move in her late.
Race 8
#4 K J’S Caroline- Takes the stretch tonight from a half mile oval
to a 7/8 mile oval and looks to be in good form coming in.
#5 Jaclyn Hanover- Looks for 3 in a row here but how fast they go
early on could determine her fate late.
#2 Mydelight Bluechip- Likes to be near the lead early on and if
she gets a pocket ride she could steal the show late.
Race 9
#7 Love To Roll- Returns to her stomping grounds after facing
better last week at Meadowlands, needed a tightener.
#5 Heart Crusher- Has the ability to beat this field but tends to
hang late if she doesn’t pick up a perfect trip.
#1 Party Rockin- Looks to have found her best form over the last
3 starts and has 7 wins in 31 starts on the year.
Race 10
#1 Kabu- Has dominated this class all year long and the inside
post tonight only makes it easier for him.
#5 Taco Tuesday- Has raced superb his last few starts here at
Vernon and could wire this field tonight.

#2 Walk The Floor- Big gaited 7 year old has been lightly raced
with just 13 starts this year and is in good form as of late.
Race 11
#1 The Big Muscle- Makes the 2nd start out tonight for the new
barn and never had a shot last week with the break at the gate.
#5 Pinto Hanover- Raced well from the far outside last week and
draws a much more favorable post tonight.
#6 Parkhill Horton- Has already shown he can beat this company
and just needs to find his late kick to best these once more.

